Pedestrians in videos have a wide range of appearance factors, such as body poses, occlusions, and complex backgrounds, which make their detection difficult. Moreover, a proposal shift problem causes the loss of body parts, such as head and legs in pedestrian detection, which further degrades the detection accuracy. In this paper, we propose part-level convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for pedestrian detection using saliency and boundary box (BB) alignment. The proposed network consists of two subnetworks: detection and alignment. In the detection subnetwork, we use saliency to remove false positives, such as lamp posts and trees, by combining a fully convolutional network and a class activation map to extract deep features. Subsequently, we adopt the BB alignment on detection proposals in the alignment subnetwork to overcome the proposal shift problem by applying the part-level CNN to recall the lost body parts. The experimental results on various datasets demonstrate that the proposed method remarkably improves accuracy in pedestrian detection and outperforms the existing state-of-the-art techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object detection is a classical task in computer vision which includes capturing target objects in images (or videos) and feeding back their category and localization. Latest solutions on object detection have achieved high computing speed and accuracy. For example, YOLO [2] produces very high performance in object detection with more than 40 frames per second (FPS) and 78 mean average precision (MAP) on PASCAL visual object classes challenge 2007 (VOC2007). As a subfield of object detection, pedestrian detection is often applied to video surveillance, automotive safety, and robotics applications. A pedestrian, a special instance in object detection, has a unique trait in videos. Pedestrians in videos have a wide variety of appearance factors such as body The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yuming Fang. pose, clothing, lighting and occlusion, while the background might vary over a limited range. The wide range of intraclass variety against a relatively small background change has a negative effect on detectors. Above all, many detectors, which work well on detecting common objects heavily suffer from occlusion in pedestrian detection, which leads to the decrease of the localization quality represented by bounding boxes (BBs). Thus, occlusion handling is required to help the detectors recall test samples in different level of occlusions.
A. RELATED WORK
Up to the present, researchers have proposed many outstanding studies on pedestrian detection. Felzenszwalb et al. [3] , [4] proposed a star model to search the whole image for body parts by a multi-scale sliding window technique. This work inspired researchers to consider part detection in deep learning [5] - [9] . The first deep model was an unsupervised deep model proposed by Sermanet et al. [10] to consider limited training data. This model used the following: 1) multi-stage features, 2) connections to skip layers and integrate global shape information with local distinctive motif information, and 3) an unsupervised method based on convolutional sparse coding to pretrain the filters at each stage. A series of methods [5] , [7] - [9] combined part detection and deep models to improve the detection accuracy in body part occlusions. DBN-Isol [5] proposed a deformable part model (DPM) [4] based on a deep belief network to estimate the visibility of pedestrians. JointDeep [7] was a deep model that was composed of feature extraction, occlusion handling, deformation and classification in a single network. MultiSDP [11] built a multistage classifier to deal with complex distributed samples in pedestrian datasets. SDN [9] used switchable restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) to extract high-level features of body parts. They divided human body into three parts: head and shoulder, upper body, and lower body. Tian et al. [12] introduced datasets for scene labeling which contained city street scenes to aid the detector in distinguishing backgrounds from the proposals. The idea was that the scene labeling datasets contained information similar to the background in pedestrian datasets. Considering part detection, Tian et al. [6] also proposed DeepParts to handle occlusion with an extensive body part pool. In this method, an SVM detector was not used directly for the convolutional neural network (CNN) output due to its small improvement. Moreover, general object detectors [13] have been applied in pedestrian detection. Hosang et al. [14] analyzed the feasibility of a region-based CNN [13] (R-CNN) framework for the pedestrian detection task. They adopted SquaresChnFtrs [15] , i.e., a stand-alone pedestrian detector, as the detection proposer and an R-CNN model for classification. They reported that the best detection proposal method SpatialPooling+ [16] recalled 93 % of samples with a 0.5 intersection over union (IoU) threshold while only recalling 10 % samples with a 0.9 IoU threshold. Zhang et al. [17] clustered false positives into three categories and concluded that localization quality is one of the main sources of false positives. Following R-CNN, a region proposal network (RPN), built in faster R-CNN [18] , produced detection proposals by the network itself. Ouyang and Wang [7] designed a unique part detection layer with 20 convolutional filters of different sizes to detect body parts of the corresponding size ratios. These deep learning-based methods assume that the detection proposals are given by conventional detectors such as SquaresChnFtrs [15] . Thus, recent CNN-based pedestrian detectors [5] - [9] , [12] , [14] , [19] , [20] have transformed pedestrian detection to the classification of the detection proposals, and detectors avoid a redundant exhaustive search over whole images. Joint-Deep [7] and SDN [9] used ''HOG+CSS'' (HOG: histogram of oriented gradient, CSS: color-self-similarity) as features and a linear SVM as a classifier to generate detection proposals. The ''HOG+CSS+SVM'' proposer recalled most pedestrian candidates from images. Moreover, the performance of the CNN detector was improved by hard negatives generated by the ''HOG+CSS+SVM'' proposer. Other detection proposals were generated by ACF [21] , LDCF [22] , SquaresChnFtrs [15] , and checkerboards [23] . The two-stage detectors, which combine detection proposal and classification, are influenced significantly by the performance of detection proposers, especially for IoU of BBs.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS
We propose a part-level CNN for pedestrian detection using fully convolutional network (FCN) and class activation map (CAM). The proposed network consists of two subnetworks: detection and alignment. In the detection subnetwork, we use saliency to assign different weights to pedestrians and the background. Based on saliency, we remove false positives such as lamp posts and trees from the pedestrians. We adopt the alignment subnetwork to recall the lost body parts caused by the detection subnetwork. In the alignment subnetwork, we utilize the localization features of CNN such as FCN and CAM to produce confidence maps and infer accurate pedestrian locations, i.e., BB alignment. Although FCN-based feature maps in our previous work [1] preserved the localization capability of CNN well, its output resolution was relatively low for BB alignment. Therefore, it was difficult to obtain accurate feature maps even with upsampling used. To address the resolution problem, we add CAM into the alignment subnetwork. With the help of CAM, we produce high-resolution feature maps for BB alignment. By considering efficiency, in this work we divide the proposed CNN detector into three body parts: head, torso and legs. In our previous work [1] , we divided it into five parts, i.e., head, left torso, right torso, left leg and right leg. Moreover, we utilize the detection subnetwork to obtain pedestrian proposals, while our previous work [1] used SquaresChnFtrs [15] based on a combination of conventional handcrafted features. Experimental results show that the proposed method effectively removes false positives by saliency and successfully recalls the lost body parts by BB alignment. The proposed method achieves 10% performance improvement in pedestrian detection over the previous work [1] . Fig. 2 illustrates the whole framework of the proposed method.
Compared to the existing methods, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We use saliency in the detection subnetwork to remove background components such as lamp posts and trees from pedestrians.
• We combine FCN and CAM into the alignment subnetwork to enhance the resolution of confidence maps and successfully recall the lost body parts. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the proposed method is described in detail. Section III experimentally compares the proposed method with existing methods. Section IV draws conclusions.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed pedestrian detection framework consists of two subnetworks: detection and alignment. We use a proposaland-classification approach to detect pedestrians with multi-scales. To get detection proposals, we perform fast pedestrian detection in the detection subnetwork based on region proposal network (RPN). To remove false positives, we use saliency in the detection subnetwork. Then, we align BBs in the alignment subnetwork to recall the lost body parts caused by the detection subnetwork. We combine FCN and CAM into the alignment subnetwork for accurate pedestrian localization.
A. DETECTION FRAMEWORK 1) NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The first stage is to generate detection proposals. As shown in Fig. 3 , the detection subnetwork consists of five convolutional units, one fully connected (FC) layer, and one global max pooling (GMP) layer for classification and localization. The five convolutional units are configured similar to the VGG-16 network [24] . Each convolutional unit consists of two or three 3 × 3 convolutional layers and one max pooling layer. The fifth convolutional unit is connected by a GMP layer instead of a max pooling layer. These convolutional layer produces a feature map of size 1 × 1 × 512. The feature map is connected to the FC layer, which is separated by two output layers. The first output layer is the classification VOLUME 7, 2019 layer to predict the classification probability over the two classes, while the second output layer is the BB regression layer to predict the offset for BB regression. This output layer architecture is taken from faster R-CNN [18] . For the network training, the loss L d is defined as follows:
where L cls d is the classification loss, i.e., softmax log loss over two classes (object or nonobject), and L bbox d is the BB regression loss, i.e., smooth L1 loss. Both regression and classification losses are calculated as follows:
where p and c are the ground truth class and the predicted object, respectively; j is the class index; v and t c with four tuples (x-position, y-position, width, and height) are the ground truth BB and the predicted BB for c, respectively. Moreover, we add three convolutional layers and five deconvolutional blocks in the saliency network because the last pooling layer in the detection subnetwork is to get saliency maps for pedestrians. The deconvolutional block consists of one bilinear upsampling layer, and one or three convolutional units. The layer configuration of the deconvolutional block for the saliency network is described in Table 1 . In the last deconvolutional block, the output value is limited from 0 to 1 using a sigmoid function. For the network training, we calculate the saliency loss L s by a simple Euclidean distance from the ground truth as follows: (5) where N is the total number of pixels, H and W are the input image size (N = H × W ), I s is the ground truth, and f (I c ) is the predicted saliency image from the input color image. For detection proposals, we train the detection subnetwork with the saliency network by optimizing the following combined loss function:
where L d and L s are losses of the detection subnetwork and the saliency network, respectively; and λ is a trade-off parameter.
2) DETECTION PROPOSAL
We use faster R-CNN [18] to extract detection proposals for pedestrians. However, the detection results include some false positives such as vehicle parts, trees, and lamp posts.
To remove them, we apply different weights to the background and foreground so that the detector focuses on the pedestrian area. To determine the weight, we obtain pedestrian saliency maps using the saliency network from the input image. We update the class probability (score) using saliency maps as follows:
The weight w f is defined as follows:
where b is the BB of proposals, N b is the total number of pixels in the selected BB, s(x, y) is the saliency scores in the position (x, y), f (b) is the class scores of the selected BB, and th b is the threshold value for distinguishing between the foreground and background. The new class score f w (b) is calculated by the product of the weight value w f and BB score f (b). Subsequently, we use a nonmax suppression [18] to determine the final detection proposal samples. Fig. 4 shows some examples of the detection proposal samples generated by the proposed method.
B. ALIGNMENT FRAMEWORK 1) NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The second stage is to align the BB using a part-level detector. Our part-level detector is a combination of one root detector that detects the root position of pedestrians and three part-level detectors that detect human body parts of head, torso, and legs. The root/part detection networks are configured similarly to the VGG-16 network. As shown in Fig. 5 , the alignment subnetwork has two output layers: one is to obtain FCN and the other is to obtain CAM with global average pooling. Our root-detector produces confidence score and root position for detection proposals. BB alignment is performed on the root detector, and we treat this updated position of the aligned BB as an anchor position, i.e., the final position. Similarly, part confidence score and part position are produced by each part-level detector. Note that the part detection stage is implemented based on the updated position. Theoretically, BB alignment helps the proposed detector to improve detection proposals and to recall the lost body parts from the ground truth. We compute a weighted sum of the confidence scores with a spatial distance penalty term as the final confidence score of a detection proposal. For the network training, the part loss L part is obtained as follows:
where L fcn and L cam are the classification losses based on the softmax log function in Eq. (2) on three classes (head, torso, and leg).
2) CONVERTING CNN INTO FCN/CAM
In general, detectors suffer from low detection IoU, such as R-CNN, which causes poor localization quality of the detection proposals. In this work, we refer to this as the proposal shift problem. Detection proposals shift the position of samples with respect to direction and distance. As shown in Fig. 1 , body parts frequently appear out of the region of the detection proposal, which leads to a bad detection response: low confidence score and/or IoU. Thus, we introduce a novel technique based on FCN and CAM to align the BBs. According to the response of the FCN and CAM, we generate much larger heat maps. Then, we predict the new position of pedestrians. To perform BB alignment, a larger detection region is required as the input of the detector. In this detection region, our root detector outputs the coarse position of a pedestrian. We simply convert root/part networks into their FCN versions and generate root/part CAM to get the coarse position information, named as root/part-net. In root/part-net, the last pooling layer is fully connected with layer FC1 by an inner product weight matrix. Thus, the size of the input image is supposed to be fixed. With the trained root/partnet, we change the shape and dimension of the parameters between the last pooling layer and FC1 by using convolution operation on the large feature map. By expanding 25% from the BB size and changing the size of the input image to 160 × 96, we obtain a confidence score heat map (C fcn ) of the size 5 × 3. According to the study on visualizing deep learning [25] , [26] , the deeper the layers are, the more abstract the extracted information is. That is, the object neurons respond to transform simple edges to advanced information. We use the advanced information to identify categories in input images [27] . As shown in Fig. 5 , the global average pooling (GAP) produces an average space value of the attribute map of each unit in the fourth convolutional layer, and uses the weighted sum of the attribute values to output the final object position. The weighted sum of confidence class activation map (C cam ) is as follows:
where f k (x, y) denotes the activation of the k th unit in the fourth convolutional layer for the input images, and w c k is the weighted value corresponding to the class position in the k th unit. Based on a previous study [27] , it is expected that each unit in the convolutional layer is activated by a visual pattern within the receptive field.
3) SHIFT-AND-STITCH FOR A LARGER CONFIDENCE MAP
To predict the coarse position of a pedestrian in the large detection region, a higher resolution of C fcn and C cam are required. We use a simple technique to achieve this. Because there are 32 pixels between every step (s = 32), we shift the proposal windows by f steps on the horizontal and vertical axis uniformly and make the total distance no more than 32 pixels. This means that the shift distance of every stride is s/f . We take root-FCN as an example, and it generates a 5 × 3 heat map at every step, interlacing all f 2 outputs according to the relative direction of every shift-andstitch. As a result, a (5f ) × (3f ) heat map is generated.
Once we get a larger C fcn and C cam , we apply a simple up-sampling method to produce a score heat map with a nice aspect ratio that equals to the aspect ratio of the input region. In this manner, the shift direction for the target position is calculated without a stretch operation. A coarse body position is estimated by selecting a region with the largest average value in the up-sampled C fcn and C cam . We use an enlarging ratio parameter L to determine the size of the target BB. Width/height of the rectangle w/h is obtained by multiplying L with the width/height of the input region W /H .
Define the coarse position of the input large region as (x p , y p ) and the original position as (x o , y o ). Then, we update x by:
where C t fcn,i is the value of the i th element of the target rectangle in the confidence score heat map, C o fcn,i is the value of the i th element in the original rectangle, and n is the total number of elements in the rectangles. x cam , y fcn , and y cam are obtained in the same way. Then, the x-position of the detection proposal x a is updated by:
The y-position y a is also updated in the same way. The updated position of the detection proposal (x a , y a ) is called as the anchor position. Based on the anchor position (x a , y a ), our part-level detector is operated to yield part scores and part positions.
4) PART MERGING
Part detection is considered in the alignment subnetwork. The part detector has a different receptive size filter for the aligned BB generated by the root detector. Part score and part position (x p , y p ), which indicate the possibility and location of the three body parts, respectively, are produced by each of the part detectors. The final detection score is defined as:
where score root is the output score of the body detector; score i is the output score of three body parts; w i is the weight that indicates the importance of part scores, and we set i={parts} w i = 1 in this work; and P i is the penalty term of the spatial distance between anchor and part positions defined as follows:
where a and b are the weights of the penalty term that balance the orientation and geometrical shifting distance; and (x a , y a ) is the anchor position, which is the position of an aligned detection proposal. For simplicity, we use the anchor position as the final position.
C. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 1) TARGET LABELS FOR TRAINING DATA
Currently, datasets such as Caltech [28] , INRIA [29] and ETH [30] do not provide part-level and saliency annotations. We have divided the ground truth into three parts uniformly and assigned their corresponding part labels automatically to generate training data for our part detectors [3] , [4] . We have trained the part detectors for three body parts: head, torso and legs. In the Caltech pedestrian dataset, every frame in which a given sample is visible has two BBs. One BB indicates the full extent of the entire body (BB-full), while the other is for the visible region (BB-vis). For the part detectors, we have only selected BB-vis for part division to avoid collecting background regions as positives. To generate training data for saliency, we have drawn white rectangles in the black background using the ground truth BBs.
2) INITIALIZATION AND SETTINGS FOR TRAINING
We have implemented the entire learning network using TensorFlow [31] . 1 We have performed the learning of the proposed network on a PC with NVIDIA GTX 1080ti of 11 GB memory. We have initialized the parameters of the convolutional units from VGG-16 [24] , which has been pre-trained on ImageNet dataset. We have used the Xavier initialization method [32] for the weight initialization of the proposed network except VGG-16. For optimization, we have used Adam optimizer [33] for learning with an initial learning rate 0.0001 and the iteration epoch 75. We have reduced the learning rate after every 25 epochs. Moreover, we have applied a dropout technique [34] to the final FC layer with a probability of 0.5 for normalization. The training batch size is 128 for the part detector and 1 for the proposal detector. We set λ in Eq. (6) to 10. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. DATASETS AND BENCHMARK
As shown in Fig. 7 , we evaluate the performance of the proposed method on three datasets: Caltech [28] , INRIA [29] and ETH [30] . 
1) Caltech-USA
This dataset [28] consists of approximately 10-hour video with 640 × 480 pixels (30 Hz) taken from a vehicle driving through regular traffic in an urban environment. About 250,000 frames (in approximately 137-minute long segments) with a total of 350,000 BBs and 2,300 unique pedestrians have been annotated. We use every third frame to extract the training data [14] and [22] . We use the 4,024 standard testing dataset for evaluation (sampling every 30th frame from test videos).
2) INRIA
This dataset [29] consists of 1,382 training images and 288 testing images taken from a personal digital image collection or the web using Google images. Only upright persons (with person height > 100 pixels) have been annotated. The original positive images are of very high resolution (approximately 2592 × 1944 pixels), and thus we have cropped these images to highlight persons. We train our model on all training images and evaluate it on the 288 testing images.
3) ETH
This dataset [30] consists of 1,450 training images and 354 testing images with a resolution of 640 × 480 (bayered).
The dataset provides the camera calibration and annotations of pedestrian BBs.
To evaluate the proposed pedestrian detection method, we use a reasonable subset [28] , [35] which contains pedestrians with more than 50 pixels of height and over 65% visibility. We perform evaluations on the final output: the list of detected BBs with category scores. We use the standard parameter setting on the Caltech dataset. We use a log-average miss rate (MR) to evaluate the detector's performance computed by an average MR at false positive per image (FPPI) rates evenly spaced in the log-space of the range 10 −2 to 10 0 . If the overlap area with the ground truth exceeds 50%, we set the BB to the true as follows:
where BB dt and BB gt are detection and ground truth BBs, respectively.
B. PERFORMANCE OF PART-LEVEL DETECTORS
We conduct a set of experiments on the Caltech dataset to investigate the detection accuracy of the proposed method. Table 2 shows the stepwise performance improvement of the pedestrian detection based on optimizer change, saliency weighting, shift handling, and part-level detection. 
1) OPTIMIZER CHANGE (OPT)
We convert the standard stochastic gradient descent (SGD) solver into the Adam solver and change the network structure, which yields a consistent gain in our experiments. 
2) SALIENCY WEIGHTING (SAL)
When saliency weights are applied to the detection proposals, we observe an MR improvement. In comparison with the previous results, saliency weighting ensures a correct detection proposal as shown in Fig. 4 .
3) SHIFT HANDING (SH)
We confirm that the FPPI decreases by 2.48 % by solving the proposal shift problem when the BB alignment is applied.
4) PART-LEVEL DETECTION (P)
We apply part-level detection to large detection regions. Part-level detectors are able to recall the lost body parts beyond detection proposals. With aligned anchor positions, part positions get more accurate (MR = 7.54 %) by localizing the largest area with average scores. The penalty term of the spatial distance between anchor and part positions is very effective in solving the proposal shift problem. We provide some successful detection results by adding saliency weighting ( Figs. 8 and 9 ), shift handling ( Fig. 9) , and part-level detection (Fig. 10 ). The saliency helps to distinguish background components similar to pedestrians. Without saliency, it is easy to falsely detect car parts (Figs. 8a and 8b) or trees (Figs. 8c and 8d) as pedestrians because cars or trees have similar shapes to pedestrians. The proposed method improves the detection performance by separating one box with two pedestrians (Fig. 9e ) and detecting pedestrians blurred by motion ( Fig. 9g) . Moreover, the proposed method recalls the lost body parts by the BB alignment as shown in Figs. 9a-9d . The part-level detection is able to detect partially-occluded or low-resolution pedestrians, when only the upper body is visible ( Fig. 10a ) and the body parts are occluded by other object (Fig. 10b ).
C. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER DEEP MODELS 1) Caltech
We compare the performance of the proposed method with those of other deep models: JoinDeep [7] , SDN [9] , LDCF [22] , TA-CNN [12] , SpatialPooling [36] , Checkerboards+ [23] , Faster RCNN+ATT [37] , and SA-FasterRCNN [35] . Table 3 and Figs. 11a-11b show performance comparison among different methods on the Caltech dataset. The proposed method outperforms Faster RCNN+ATT [37] by 1.415 % based on saliency and BB alignment and achieves a state-of-the-art performance on the reasonable-plus-partial occlusion subset, which consists of a wide range of occlusions.
2) INRIA
We also conduct performance comparison with Informed-Haee [39] , LCDF [22] , Franken [40] , Roerei [15] , and SpatialPooling [36] on the INRIA dataset. Fig. 11c shows the evaluation results on INRIA dataset. The INRIA dataset is a group of people-centric data rather than wide area videos in a complex environment, which is much different from ETH or Caltech. It includes various types of data covering body parts, and is suitable for performance evaluation of body parts and pedestrian detections from complex backgrounds. We evaluate the performance of the proposed method with part-level detection. As shown in Fig. 11c , the proposed method achieves a comparable performance of 9.96 % in MR (the second best, RPN+BF is the best) compared to the stateof-the-art detectors in a partially occluded dataset.
3) ETH
The ETH dataset is not a road environment, but it is worth evaluating pedestrian detection performance as it contains a large number of pedestrians. Because the BB-vis is not available, we can only evaluate on occlusions. The proposed method shows a relatively low MR of 31.89 %. We compare our detector with JointDeep [7] , LCDF [22] , Franken [40] , Roerei [15] , TA-CNN [12] , SDN [9] and RPN+BF [38] . Fig 11d shows performance comparisons on the ETH dataset. As shown in the figure, the proposed method performs the second best in terms of MR (RPN+BF is the best) and achieves a comparable performance to the state-of-the-art detectors.
The saliency, shift handling and part-level detection are able to make the proposed method robust to complicated environments such as occlusions. Although the proposed method successfully recalls the lost body parts by using a part-level CNN, it does not achieve the best performance in INRIA and ETH (the second best) in terms of MR. This may be because the ground truth BBs of INRIA and ETH have a limit in fully measuring the part-level detection of the proposed method in terms of MR.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a part-level CNN for pedestrian detection using saliency and BB alignment. We have used saliency in the detection subnetwork to remove false positives such as lamp posts and trees. We have utilized BB alignment in the alignment subnetwork to recall the lost body parts. We have generated confidence maps using FCN and CAM, and estimated the accurate position of pedestrians based on them. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method achieves a competitive performance on Caltech, INRIA, and ETH datasets compared to the state-ofthe-art deep models for pedestrian detection in terms of MR.
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